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Abstract
The aim of this article is to develop new option strategy, formulate optimal algorithm of its creation and using this new 
strategy to develop a new type of investment certificate from the point of view of its issuer. We provide algorithm for 
issuer, which can be used also by individual investor. The paper was elaborated within the project VEGA 2/0004/12.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Emerging
Markets Queries in Finance and Business local organization
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1. Introduction
The financial derivatives are instruments, which might be used in many areas of financial management in
firms. Instruments like financial options can be mainly used for hedging and investing. Nowadays, we face
very high volatility on financial markets and very high degree of uncertainty in economic environment as the
whole. Euro-area is suffering from the instability caused by irresponsible decisions of government in fiscal and 
monetary policies Sini . Investors look for guaranteed products, which would combine
the profit potential of stock markets with the security of banking products. That is why investment certificates
experience rather strong development.
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There were some authors, who focused on existing option strategies and their 
2010 as well as their using for creation of investment certificates . In this 
paper, we develop new option strategy and create new investment certificate, which might be interesting for 
potential investors. 
2. Option strategy NOS3 
The strategy NOS3 can be created by two ways. In both cases, we create the strategy by purchasing options 
at the lowest strike price, selling the same amount of options at higher strike price and purchasing the same 
amount of options at the highest strike price at the same time. Particular ways differ with each other in types of 
options used. Final profit functions are very similar. 
3. The ways of option strategy NOS3 creation 
A. Let us create the strategy by purchasing  call options with strike price  and premium  per option, 
selling  call options with higher strike price  and premium  per option and purchasing  call options 
with the highest strike price  and premium  per option. 
By purchasing of call option we obtain the right to purchase underlying asset at mature date at strike price. 
Profit functions from the first and the third positions will be the same, they differ only in strike prices and 
option premiums and they are  
       (1) 
resp. 
       (2) 
Profit function from the second position, i. e. selling call options is 
       (3) 
By adding all three positions we get the NOS3 option strategy, profit function of which is 
    (4) 
If we wanted to create this strategy with no initial costs, the further condition would have to be satisfied 
        (5) 
        (6) 
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         (7) 
As the higher strike price of call option is the higher option premium of call option is, this condition can 
never be satisfied. This means, that creation of NOS3 option strategy by the first way causes always some 
initial costs. 
B. Let us create the strategy by purchasing  call options with strike price  put options with strike price  
and premium  per option, selling  put options with higher strike price  and premium  per option and 
purchasing  call options with the highest strike price  and premium  per option. 
The profit function from the first position is 
       (8) 
The profit function from the second position, i. e. selling the put options is 
       (9) 
The profit function from the third position, i. e. selling call options is 
       (10) 
The profit function of NOS3 option strategy created by this second way is very similar, and it is 
     (11) 
The graph of the profit function of NOS3 option strategy is 
 
Fig. 1. The graph of profit function of NOS3 option strategy 
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Creation of NOS3 option strategy by the second way brings the opportunity of no need for initial costs, if 
condition 
         (12) 
is satisfied. As option premiums of put options are higher with the higher strike price and option premiums 
of call options are lower with higher strike price, this condition can be also satisfied in practice. 
4. Optimal algorithm of creation of NOS3 option strategy 
As NOS3 option strategy can be created by two ways, it might be interesting for investor to find out, which 
way of its creation is better in particular situation, i. e. which way provides investor higher profit. By 
comparison of profit functions of both ways in analytical form, we easily find out that the important value for 
our decision is 
       (13) 
By comparison of both ways of NOS3 option strategy creation, we can formulate further statements: 
 If , then according to the profit maximization, the first way of NOS3 
option strategy creation is more generous. Maximum profit is gained while the price of underlying asset 
increases and is not limited. Maximum loss at amount of initial costs is gained when the price of underlying 
asset at maturity date falls under . 
 If , then the second way of creation this strategy is better, as it gains 
higher profit, while maximum profit is not limited and is gained when price of underlying asset increases 
and maximum loss is gained under the condition  and is limited to . 
 If  , then both ways of NOS3 option strategy are equivalent according 
to profit gained and investor has to decide according to another criterion, for example initial costs. 
 If the criterion for decision is the level of initial costs of NOS3 option strategy creation, then investor will 
always choose the second way of creation and he chooses such strike prices of option used for creation, so 
that no initial costs would be needed or so that gains from short position would be higher than expenses 
from the long positions. 
5. Using NOS3 option strategy for investment certificate issuing 
Using the NOS3 option strategy, we can try to construct the investment certificate with very special 
characteristics, which might be useful for investors. If issuer of certificate follows further steps, he can provide 
investors with special investment certificate. If price of underlying asset at the time of issuing the certificate is 
, time to maturity is  years and  months, nominal interest rate on deposits to maturity of certificate is , 
then necessary steps are as follows: Issuer receives  from potential investors, while he guarantees return on 
investments i. e. the same amount  in case, that price of underlying asset fall under . He ensures this 
amount of money through deposit of present value of , i. e. 
        (14) 
while  is rate of taxation of interests. 
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The difference  will be used for NOS3 
option strategy creation. 
 He buys  call options with strike price  and premium  per option. 
 He sells  call options with higher strike price  and premium  per option. 
 He buys  call options with strike price  and premium  per option.  
 It is necessary to choose the ratios  and  (strike prices) so that  
    (15) 
Using the profit function of NOS3 option strategy, future value of our deposit and condition mentioned 
above, we can easily find out that issuer will gain at maturity date amount of money, which depends on the 
price of underlying asset S, but at minimum amount according to the function  
    (16) 
If issuer chooses ratios  and  so that their total will be 2, then he can guarantee sharing the profit in full 
during the increase of the price of the underlying asset above . We can formulate statements: 
 The longer maturity period of the certificate is, the lower present value for deposit is needed and the more 
amount of money will be gained as a profit of issuer. This amount of money he can use for NOS3 option 
strategy. 
 Issuer of certificate does not own underlying asset, so he does not receive any dividends. 
 The profit of the issuer is commission, which is paid by investor when purchasing the certificate and is not 
included in security or issuer can gain profit by choosing the strike prices of options used so that NOS3 
option strategy creation generates profit. 
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